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To secure uninterrupted distribution of electricity, effective monitoring and maintenance of power lines
are needed. This literature review article aims to give a wide overview of the possibilities provided by
modern remote sensing sensors in power line corridor surveys and to discuss the potential and limita-
tions of different approaches. Monitoring of both power line components and vegetation around them
is included. Remotely sensed data sources discussed in the review include synthetic aperture radar
(SAR) images, optical satellite and aerial images, thermal images, airborne laser scanner (ALS) data,
land-based mobile mapping data, and unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) data. The review shows that most
previous studies have concentrated on the mapping and analysis of network components. In particular,
automated extraction of power line conductors has achieved much attention, and promising results have
been reported. For example, accuracy levels above 90% have been presented for the extraction of conduc-
tors from ALS data or aerial images. However, in many studies datasets have been small and numerical
quality analyses have been omitted. Mapping of vegetation near power lines has been a less common
research topic than mapping of the components, but several studies have also been carried out in this
field, especially using optical aerial and satellite images. Based on the review we conclude that in future
research more attention should be given to an integrated use of various data sources to benefit from the
various techniques in an optimal way. Knowledge in related fields, such as vegetation monitoring from
ALS, SAR and optical image data should be better exploited to develop useful monitoring approaches.
Special attention should be given to rapidly developing remote sensing techniques such as UAVs and
laser scanning from airborne and land-based platforms. To demonstrate and verify the capabilities of
automated monitoring approaches, large tests in various environments and practical monitoring condi-
tions are needed. These should include careful quality analyses and comparisons between different data
sources, methods and individual algorithms.
 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of International Society for Photogrammetry and
Remote Sensing, Inc. (ISPRS). This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creati-
vecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).1. Introduction
Electricity is vital for the activities of modern-day societies. To
secure uninterrupted distribution of electricity, effective monitor-
ing and maintenance of power lines are needed. The importance
of the topic is increasing with the societies’ increasing dependence
on electricity, increasing occurrence of extreme weather condi-
tions, such as storms, and tightening legislation and regulation in
many countries (Pulkkinen, 2015).Electrical networks typically include a nationwide transmission
network, regional networks, and distribution networks. In forested
countries, large parts of the networks are located inside forests.
Monitoring of power lines basically includes two aspects: power
line components and surrounding objects, especially vegetation.
The condition of the components need regular checking to detect
faults caused, for example, by corrosion and mechanical damage.
Trees growing close to the power lines can damage the infrastruc-
ture and even cause large power failures or bush fires. Thus, there
is also a need for regular inspections of vegetation inside and near
the power line corridor to detect trees or tree branches that need to
be cut. In addition, storms and other natural disasters can cause a
great deal of damage to forests and power lines and a sudden need
to detect the damage, often in difficult conditions. These general
aspects of power line monitoring have been discussed, for example,
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power line components and Ituen and Sohn (2010), Mills et al.
(2010) and Ahmad et al. (2013) related to vegetation. Fig. 1 shows
the main components of power lines and terminology used in the
present article. Power line conductors between two adjacent
pylons (i.e., over a span) have the shape of a catenary curve
(see, for example, McLaughlin, 2006).
Traditional methods used for monitoring of overhead power
lines include field surveys and airborne surveys. The core method-
ology has remained unchanged for decades. The inspections are
conducted by teams travelling on foot or from helicopters, depend-
ing on, for example, how costs, different types of problems
(e.g., faulty components or encroaching vegetation) and the cer-
tainty of detecting them are prioritised. The ground-based method
is labour-intensive, but it allows for longer evaluation times and
thus a higher problem detection rate. The helicopter method has
a more limited detection rate due to the high speeds used and
the limited ability of the crew to simultaneously observe all possi-
ble problem types. Both methods, however, depend on human
visual observations. In addition to visual inspections, video record-
ings and various cameras can nowadays be used. Airborne laser
scanning (ALS; also called lidar) has also become an important data
acquisition approach. The first studies on this topic were done in
the 1990s (e.g., Reed et al., 1996; Axelsson, 1999). The use of digital
data from cameras and laser scanners has made it possible to sep-
arate data collection from data analysis. This is particularly impor-
tant since data collection operations can then focus on minimising
costs, and the digital data allow exact measurements, repeated
analyses and long-term storage for comparison of data over time.
The analysis of the data has, however, remained a manual process,
and despite improved problem detection rates, significant cost sav-
ings have not been achieved.
Vast areas need to be covered in power line surveys, and remote
sensing techniques thus provide interesting alternatives. In the
past, various different remote sensing methods have been pro-
posed and applied for power line monitoring tasks in researchFig. 1. Examples of transmission towers (left and middle),literature (see, for example, Mu et al., 2009; Li et al., 2012b).
Applied data sources range from coarse satellite images to detailed
photographs of the power line components. EPRI (2008) presented
scenarios and technologies for future inspection of overhead trans-
mission lines. A wide range of sensing technologies was discussed.
Mirallès et al. (2014) presented a review of computer vision
approaches applied to the management of power transmission
lines as a conference paper. They discussed methods used for
detection and inspection of power lines and insulators, power line
corridor maintenance, and pylon detection. The review was not
focused on specific platforms.
The objective of our review is to present the state-of-the-art of
remote sensing-based surveying of overhead power lines and their
surroundings in research literature. Compared to previous reviews,
our study is more extensive. We aim to give a wide overview of the
possibilities provided by modern remote sensing sensors from the
application point of view and to discuss the potential and limita-
tions of different approaches. Therefore, we consider all platforms:
satellites, fixed-wing aircraft, helicopters, unmanned aerial vehi-
cles (UAVs), and ground vehicles. Related studies using, for exam-
ple, climbing robots and cameras mounted on poles are also briefly
reviewed. Applications of interest basically include all power line
monitoring tasks that can be carried out by using remotely sensed
data. This covers both power line components and vegetation
around the components, and both regular monitoring and monitor-
ing due to disasters. To complete the discussion, some recent stud-
ies are included that are not specifically related to power lines but
show the potential of new datasets for forest monitoring, detection
of individual trees or detection of pole-like objects. Considering the
development of effective power line monitoring approaches,
knowledge of this research is important.
The paper is organised according to the type of remote sensing
sensors used, beginning with coarse spatial resolution datasets and
ending with the most detailed ones. For each type of data, some
basic principles are first introduced, concentrating on aspects that
are important for power line surveys. This allows us to discuss thewood poles (right) and other power line components.
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found in literature are then reviewed. In total more than 150 stud-
ies, mainly published in scientific journals and conference proceed-
ings, are included. A large number of patents can also be found in
the field of power line monitoring, but these were not included in
the review. Following the overall objective presented above, our
focus is on discussing various applications where the different data
sources have been used. The main ideas of analysis methods and
some representative quality analysis results are presented to
understand the capabilities of various remote sensing methods.
Due to the broad topic and large number of research articles, it
was not possible to include all studies related to power line sur-
veys or details of analysis methods. The discussion section sum-
marises the results of the review. It concentrates on applications
found in literature, specific advantages and challenges of the differ-
ent data sources, and further research topics. Finally, conclusions
are presented.2. SAR images
2.1. Basic principles of SAR
Synthetic aperture radars (SAR) are active imaging sensors that
operate in the microwave region of the electromagnetic spectrum
(Henderson and Lewis, 1998). Wavelengths from approx. 3 cm to
25 cm (X, C, and L band) are typically used in remote sensing. A
SAR system transmits microwave radiation, records backscattered
signal from the target, and creates a 2D image-like presentation of
the illuminated area. SAR images can be acquired using various
platforms from small aircraft to satellites. Perhaps the most impor-
tant benefit of SAR in Earth Observation (EO) satellites is that
microwaves penetrate clouds, and SAR images can thus be
obtained in all weather conditions, which makes them particularly
interesting for applications such as disaster monitoring. Theoreti-
cally, SAR satellite images could be acquired from the same area
even daily, but in reality the temporal resolution is decreasing
due to technical limitations. For example, the Sentinel-1 SAR satel-
lite of the European Space Agency (ESA) uses a pre-defined data
acquisition plan and, as the operation time of the SAR is limited,
it is not always possible to have images from the target area. On
the other hand, by paying extra fees for priority data takes, SAR
images can be acquired more frequently using commercial satel-
lites. Very-high-resolution high-priority SAR images are relatively
expensive, more than 100 euros/km2. The theoretical highest spa-
tial resolution available for satellite SAR images is better than
one metre, but it should be noted that the spatial resolution of
optical and SAR microwave systems cannot be directly compared.
For example, SAR images appear to have a strong noise-like effect
when visually observing the images. The effect is speckle, which
causes pseudo-random variation of the observed radar intensities,
and is an inherent feature of the coherent radiation used in SAR
imaging.
In general, SAR image pixels include the following information:
(1) radar backscattering intensity, (2) phase of the backscattered
signal, and (3) range from the sensor to the target. The simplest
approach to exploit SAR data is to use the intensity information,
typically in the form of amplitude images, which can be easily
visualised in many remote sensing software packages. The SAR
backscattering intensity depends on many parameters, which
therefore have a strong effect on the visual appearance of the
image as well. These parameters can be divided into two cate-
gories: SAR system parameters and target parameters. Firstly, sys-
tem parameters that have an impact on the intensity are the
wavelength of the used microwaves, the signal polarisation, and
the image acquisition geometry (SAR look angle from nadir andazimuth directions). In change detection applications, these
parameters should be constant. Secondly, many target properties
have an effect on the observed intensity, such as the surface rough-
ness, surface moisture, vegetation biomass, and vegetation struc-
ture. The phase information is exploited in SAR polarimetry and
SAR interferometry. Polarimetry is the field of SAR data processing
dealing with the polarisation state of the transmitted and received
microwave radiation (Henderson and Lewis, 1998). SAR polarime-
try can be utilised, for example, in the classification of different
objects and land-cover classes. SAR interferometry (InSAR) is a
technique in which two SAR images acquired from slightly differ-
ent perspectives, and having a geometric baseline (distance
between satellites) of tens or hundreds of metres, are used, and
the pixel-by-pixel phase differences between the images are con-
verted into elevation differences of the terrain (Massonnet and
Feigl, 1998; Rosen et al., 2000). An alternative way to extract eleva-
tion data from radar data is SAR radargrammetry, which is based
on stereoscopic measurement of SAR images. Radargrammetry
uses the intensity and range values of SAR data.
Even the highest resolution SAR images are rather coarse when
considering the small features of power line components. More-
over, as SAR is a side-looking ranging imaging system, there are
geometrical deformations and multi-path scattering, which make
the analysis of SAR images very challenging in the case of complex
targets such as power line structures. The backscattering behaviour
of microwaves and the side-looking geometry of SAR sensors can
sometimes bring out even small features, such as power line con-
ductors, poles and towers. The visibility of the features, however,
is dependent on their orientation compared to the imaging geom-
etry. Power lines parallel to the azimuth (flying) direction are
much easier to detect than those oriented in the range direction
(Deng et al., 2012). Fig. 2 shows an example where part of a power
line is clearly visible in a SAR image due to its favourable orienta-
tion. The side-looking geometry of SAR images is advantageous for
detecting vertical features such as power transmission towers
(Yan et al., 2011). Distortions related to the imaging geometry,
especially layover and foreshortening, however, affect the appear-
ance of towers in the imagery.
2.2. Mapping of power lines and towers from SAR data
2.2.1. Theoretical studies
Radar backscattering from power lines has been investigated in
several studies related to collision avoidance of helicopters and air-
craft (e.g., Sarabandi et al., 1994; Sarabandi and Park, 1999, 2000;
Essen et al., 2002). These studies can provide theoretical back-
ground for developing power line monitoring algorithms, although
it should be noted that the wavelength has often been shorter than
in SAR images used for monitoring applications. For example,
Sarabandi et al. (1994) performed polarimetric backscattering
measurements for different types of power line conductors in the
C, X and Ka bands. Sarabandi and Park (1999, 2000) tested power
line detection based on the coherence between co- and cross-
polarised backscatter components. Polarimetric W band or Ka band
data were used. Sarabandi and Park (1999) also studied the effect
of a water or ice layer on the scattering behaviour in the W band.
2.2.2. Studies based on airborne SAR data
Most SAR image -based studies found in literature have used
airborne SAR data and concentrated on mapping of power lines
and towers. It is typical of these studies that the authors have illus-
trated their results with a few figures, without larger tests and
numerical quality analyses. We thus concentrate on summarising
the main methodological ideas presented in the papers. Carande
et al. (1998) showed that power line poles could be identified from
height and coherence data derived from X band InSAR data. Woods
Fig. 2. Left: E-SAR airborne L-band SAR image. Original image data  DLR and Astrium GmbH 2000, image processing by the Finnish Geospatial Research Institute FGI. Right:
Topographic map data National Land Survey of Finland, 2015. Part of a power line can be seen on the SAR image as a red stripe in the middle of the image. The flight line was
approximately parallel to the power line. The pixel size of the image is 1 m  1 m.
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such as pylons and antenna towers from digital surface models
(DSMs). DSMs discussed in the article were created from InSAR
data, but the details of the SAR data were not given. The detection
process was based on morphological filtering and criteria based on
height, size and shape. Potential power line transmission paths
were then detected by finding vertical obstructions that formed a
line. Some height error analyses and discussion on the error
sources were also presented.
Yang et al. (2007) presented a method for detecting power
transmission towers from full polarimetric data. The method was
based on polarimetric target decomposition and detection of
point-like targets. The final transmission network was detected
by connecting the detected points and analysing the lines obtained.
L band airborne data were used in the study. Deng et al. (2012) also
discussed the use of polarimetric data in the detection of power
lines. Theoretical analyses were presented and a method based
on the coherence between the co- and cross-polarisation was pro-
posed. The method was tested by using simulated data and real
P band data, and the results showed how the orientation of the line
affects the detection results. Lin et al. (2012) presented experi-
ments with airborne circular SAR imaging in the P band. A figure
illustrated how power lines became clearly visible in the data
acquired from a circular trajectory. Xie et al. (2014) discussed the
use of parameters ‘linear polarisation ratio’ and ‘degree of linear
polarisation’ in the detection of transmission towers from airborne
L band data. In images based on these parameters, high-voltage
transmission towers became clearly visible.
2.2.3. Studies based on satellite SAR data
Data from the latest high-resolution satellite SAR systems have
been used in a few studies. Schwarz et al. (2009) discussed auto-
mated interpretation of high-resolution TerraSAR-X satellite
images and illustrated with a figure how a power line pylon was
visible in time–frequency decomposition results. Yan et al.
(2012) studied the backscattering of transmission towers and lines
in X band SAR images from TerraSAR and COSMO-Skymed satel-
lites. This study also showed the dependence between the orienta-
tion of power lines and their visibility in SAR images. The
scattering characteristics of different types of towers were illus-
trated with figures. Sha et al. (2014) used a time series of 20 Terra-
SAR images and studied the backscattering behaviour of a powerline segment with six conductors. The authors found that changes
in scattering positions were consistent with air temperature mea-
surements and the changes could thus be related to the changing
sag of the conductors.
2.2.4. Indirect monitoring of infrastructure using SAR interferometry
Satellite SAR data have also been used for indirect monitoring of
the safety of infrastructure including power lines. Ge et al. (2007)
applied differential SAR interferometry in mine subsidence moni-
toring. Various satellite SAR images were used. Iasio et al. (2012)
discussed the monitoring of an Alpine landslide by using
COSMO-SkyMed images and persistent scatterers interferometry
(PSI). In both studies, the authors list power lines as one example
of infrastructure that can come under threat. Luo et al. (2014) used
TerraSAR images and the PSI technique for the monitoring of
ground subsidence over a wide suburban area in China. Based on
their analysis results, the authors also showed a figure illustrating
the heights of power line supports.
2.3. Disaster monitoring around power lines using SAR data
A few examples can be found on the use of SAR data in the con-
text of disaster monitoring around power lines. Zhang et al. (2010)
described the use of an airborne SAR system for disaster monitor-
ing after an earthquake in China. The system has an X band dual
antenna interferometric sensor and a P band fully polarised sensor.
The data were used together with optical satellite images, aerial
photos and other geospatial data for the detection of different
types of damage. Semi-automatic information extraction and
visual interpretation were applied. Power lines and towers were
mentioned among other objects of interest. Jingnan (2010) tested
the scattering characteristics of an icing transmission tower and
concluded that it is possible to monitor deformation changes in
weather conditions promoting the build-up of ice using high-
resolution SAR images. The study was described briefly. Details
on the SAR images were not given. Yan et al. (2011) discussed
the use of TerraSAR-X data to monitor power transmission towers
in natural disaster conditions. The idea was to extract the height of
towers from single images and to exploit this information to detect
collapsed or distorted towers.
Ulander et al. (2005) studied the mapping of wind-thrown for-
ests in southern Sweden by using Envisat and Radarsat satellite
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site with significant forest storm damage was used. In some parts
of the area, 100% of trees had been damaged. The authors found
that the storm-damaged areas could not be detected from the
spaceborne images. This was due to their unfavourable frequency
band (C) and coarse spatial resolution. Only a few damaged areas
were visible in Radarsat fine beam images (spatial resolution
approx. 9 m). According to the authors, L band satellite data are
expected to improve the detection capability. From the CARABAS
low frequency data (55 MHz; spatial resolution 3 m), most dam-
aged and even partly damaged areas were detectable. Some power
lines were also visible in the CARABAS data and in some areas they
disappeared, indicating damage. Use of the CARABAS data for the
detection of forest damages was also discussed by Fransson et al.
(2002).
From other studies not related to power lines, it is known that
modern satellite SAR images have potential for detecting storm
damage in forests. This knowledge could be exploited in the
development of disaster monitoring in power line corridors and
their surroundings. For example, Eriksson et al. (2012) simulated
storm damage by felling trees. They found that backscattering in
TerraSAR X band data with HH polarisation increased and
backscattering in ALOS PALSAR L band data with HH polarisation
decreased when trees were felled. They also mentioned that
images with fine spatial resolution showed shadowing effects
that can help in the detection of damaged areas. Thiele et al.
(2012) presented methods for forest border extraction and
change detection from TerraSAR-X data. The purpose was to
apply the methods for detecting wind-thrown areas and monitor-
ing clean-up operations, respectively. It has also been shown that
3D SAR techniques, either stereoscopic measurements (radar-
grammetry) or InSAR, can be used to measure forest tree heights
(Karjalainen et al., 2012; Solberg et al., 2013; Karila et al., 2015)
if a digital terrain model (DTM) is available, and potentially to
see forest storm damage if 3D data are available before and after
the storm event.3. Optical satellite images
3.1. Background on the use of optical satellite images
In this section, we consider the use of satellite images taken in
the visible and near-infrared (NIR) spectral regions. These imaging
sensors are passive, so they only receive energy reflected from the
Earth’s surface and cannot be obtained in darkness. Clouds, fog, and
resulting shadows impact the satellite image quality and can pre-
vent the use of the images. The resolution of the sensor can be
described as the ground sample distance (GSD), that is, the dis-
tance between neighbouring pixel centres on the ground. It defines
the smallest object size that can be recognised from the images.
Sensors can be classified based on their GSD e.g. to low (P30 m),
medium (P5 – < 30 m), high (P 1 – < 5 m), and very high resolu-
tion (<1 m) sensors (Dowman et al., 2012). Current very high reso-
lution satellites with GSD 6 1 m include, for example, IKONOS-2
(GSD 0.82 m), EROS B (0.7 m), KOMPSAT-2 (1.0 m), KOMPSAT-3
(0.7 m), Resurs-DK 1, WorldView-1 and -2 (0.46 m), GeoEye-1
(0.46 m), Cartosat-2 series (0.82 m), Pleiades 1 and 2 (0.5 m), and
SkySat-1 and -2 (0.9 m). A limiting factor for the broad use of
very-high-resolution satellite images in power line monitoring
may be that the weather conditions, especially cloud cover, hinder
image acquisition. It is not necessarily easy to obtain images from
cloudy areas of the world in certain time periods. In addition, the
use of very-high-resolution images may become costly, and several
customers can be competing for the satellite’s imaging resources at
the same time.Conductors or bundles of them are thin, even when considering
satellite images with the highest resolution. For example, new
400 kV power lines in Finland have a triangle bundle structure
(per phase) in which the length of one side of the triangle is
450 mm and each conductor has a diameter of 32 mm. 110 kV
power lines can have a two conductor bundle structure (per phase)
with a space of 300 mm and a diameter of 24 mm, correspondingly.
The open, low vegetation corridors are usually 26–30 m wide for
110 kV and 36–42 m wide for 400 kV power lines in Finland. They
are visible in the medium resolution satellite images. Fig. 3 shows
two high voltage power line corridors in forested environment on a
RapidEye optical satellite image. The GSD of the image is 8 m. The
forest is mixed forest with coniferous and deciduous trees. The
image was acquired in early spring when deciduous trees and grass
were not yet green.
Due to the limited spatial resolution, power line inspection
studies using optical satellite images have focused on analysing
the environment of the conductors rather than the conductors
themselves. In particular, vegetation monitoring has been the main
topic in published studies. Height information, which is important
in vegetation monitoring, can be derived from optical satellite
images if stereo images are available (see also Section 4.1). For for-
est height measurements, a DTM is also needed.
From very high resolution satellite images it can be possible to
detect both pylons and conductors (e.g., Moeller, 2006). In the
study of Bernstein and Di Gesù (1999) one of the objectives was
to find out if power line towers and lines were visible in one metre
resolution images. The authors’ object recognition system could
then be used for fast electric power line damage detection after
the storm. Object recognition of 3-, 2-, and 1-line structures were
tested and the success rate was about 80% for towers and 75% for
lines. Thus this resolution was useful.3.2. Monitoring of vegetation in power line corridors using optical
satellite images
Studies presented in the following have discussed corridor and
near zone vegetation inspection and they have concentrated on
presenting the methodology.
Ahmad et al. (2013) studied the vegetation encroachment onto
transmission lines. The paper discussed a concept of utilising mul-
tispectral satellite stereo images to recover a 3D digital elevation
model (DEM) of transmission lines rights-of-way to identify dan-
gerous vegetation that can strike the power lines and cause black-
outs. Ahmad et al. (2011) dealt with the same satellite stereo
images theme. The vegetation monitoring method to detect poten-
tial interference presented in the article consists of three steps:
merging multispectral and panchromatic images, vegetation detec-
tion using the normalised difference vegetation index (NDVI), and
calculating the height of trees from satellite stereo image match-
ing. The paper of Kobayashi et al. (2009) also introduced a concept
for the use of multispectral stereo pairs of satellite images to iden-
tify dangerous trees and plants along overhead transmission
rights-of-way. The safe distance from vegetation to transmission
line depends on the voltage, and it is approx. 0.3 m (15 kV) –
7.3 m (500 kV). The location of healthy vegetation was calculated
using the NDVI. The appropriate NDVI threshold value depends
on the area. A stereo matching technique was used to calculate
the height of vegetation. The paper of Moeller (2006) discussed a
method based on the analysis of multispectral and stereoscopic
very high resolution Quickbird satellite imagery. After pre-
processing of the data and pan-sharpening, tall vegetation is
extracted from the multispectral bands using texture and the
NDVI, and vegetation height is then calculated from the stereo
images. Finally vegetation with a potential interference with
Fig. 3. Left: RapidEye optical satellite image. Includes material  (2013) BlackBridge, LLC. All rights reserved. Right: Topographic map data  National Land Survey of Finland,
2015. The figure shows high voltage power line corridors in forested environment. The pixel size of the satellite image is 8 m  8 m.
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mapping was realised.
Raggam et al. (2005) studied the height accuracy of vegetation
height mapping using spaceborne IKONOS images as well as aerial
UltraCam stereo images. A laser scanner DTM and a coarse DTM,
generated from 1:50000 topographic maps, were used as refer-
ence ground models to calculate tree heights. Compared to field
measurements, the average height differences for trees located
in the midst of the forested area were 1.8 m for IKONOS and
0.4 m for UltraCam when the laser scanner derived DTM was used.
In the case of the coarse ground reference model, mean tree height
differences were 3.1 m for IKONOS and 1.2 m for UltraCam. This
study gives an example of achievable accuracy values for identify-
ing dangerous trees near power lines from satellite images,
although this application was not mentioned by Raggam et al.
(2005).4. Optical aerial images
4.1. Background on the use of aerial images
In this section, we consider the use of aerial images collected
with a manned helicopter or a fixed-wing aircraft mainly in the
visible and near-infrared (NIR) wavelengths. The use of thermal
(long-wavelength infrared) images will be addressed in Section 5,
and the use of ultraviolet (UV) images will be shortly referred to
in Section 9. In addition, data acquisition from UAV platforms will
be discussed separately in Section 8.
Both helicopters and fixed-wing aircraft have been used in
power line monitoring applications, helicopters typically for
inspecting power line components and fixed-wing aircraft for veg-
etation monitoring. The benefit of helicopters is that they are able
to fly closer to the power lines than fixed-wing aircraft and, there-
fore, they can image the objects in more detail. As will be discussed
later in this section, even sub-centimetre GSD can be achieved
from helicopters. Helicopters have also the ability to hover around
objects of interest which enables more thorough imaging of the
object. In addition, it is easy to map an area repeatedly if needed
and to follow a route which has sharp turns, such as in power line
corridors. Fixed-wing platforms, on the other hand, have a faster
flying speed than helicopters and thus they can cover larger areas
more efficiently (Li et al., 2012b). The typical GSD of high-resolution aerial images collected using fixed-wing platforms is
5–10 cm.
3D information is essential in power line monitoring, and stereo
photogrammetry is thus an important technique for producing
height data from the images. If images overlap, stereo matching
can be utilised to infer the 3D coordinates of the objects (Sun
et al., 2006; Mills et al., 2010). The matching is performed using
a method of triangulation, in which the same object point is seen
on two or more images (Sonka et al., 2008). The 3D position is
the intersection point of two or several rays that travel from the
image pixels to the object point (Sonka et al., 2008). Image overlap-
ping can be achieved by using a moving platform and a proper
frame rate or two or more cameras (Sun et al., 2006; Mills et al.,
2010). For example, stereo images allow the measurement of forest
tree heights, especially if a DTM is available (e.g., Yu et al., 2015).
The tree cover, however, hampers the mapping of the ground sur-
face or lower vegetation in forest from aerial images because the
same ground points cannot be seen from multiple images. In air-
borne laser scanning (see Section 6), ground surface elevation
can often be measured even from a single laser pulse. For example,
in a boreal forest, part of the laser pulse energy typically penetrates
the forest canopy, allowing the measurement of ground elevation.
Due to the passive nature of the imaging method, aerial images
in general can be collected only when there is enough sunlight pre-
sent and, for example, cloudy and foggy weather may prevent col-
lection of useful images. However, images can be taken under
cloud cover with current digital cameras. GSD of aerial images
can vary from less than one centimetre to more than one metre.
Spatial resolution (the size of the smallest detectable object on
the ground) is affected by the imaging sensor resolution (the size
of the element array), the size of each element in the array, quality
of optics of the sensor, atmospheric properties between the object
and the sensor, and flight altitude. Previously, the resolution of aer-
ial images has been considered too low for mapping conductors
(Baltsavias, 1999). However, currently sub-centimetre GSD can
be achieved with helicopter images from altitudes as high as
100 m, in which case even narrow conductors on, for example,
20 kV distribution lines can be recognisable on the images in
proper conditions. In addition, the flight altitude of helicopters
can be much lower than 100 m (Whitworth et al., 2001; Sun
et al., 2006; Ahmad et al., 2013). The image quality is degraded
by vehicle motion and vibrations that cause blurring, especially
with lenses that have a long focal length (Jones and Earp, 2001).
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wind gusts can be compensated by installing the camera in gyro-
stabilised gimbals (Jones and Earp, 2001). Considering the spectral
information of the images, near-infrared and red channels are typ-
ically utilised in vegetation monitoring (Mills et al., 2010; Ke and
Quackenbush, 2011). Hyperspectral data have been used by
Frank et al. (2010).
4.2. Monitoring of vegetation in power line corridors using aerial
images
Monitoring of vegetation, especially trees, is important in
power line corridors because vegetation that is too close to the
power lines may cause short circuits (Ahmad et al., 2014), black-
outs (Ahmad et al., 2014) and even forest fires in dry conditions
(Mills et al., 2010). During storms, trees may fall across the power
line causing power outages and severe damage to the components.
In cold climates, the crown snow-load may bend the trees such
that they will be in contact with the power line components and
cause the above-mentioned problems.
The studies on vegetation monitoring in power line corridors
from aerial images have focused, for the most part, on the extrac-
tion, segmentation and classification of trees. Tree species classifi-
cation can be useful because species that reach a certain height
level can be considered undesired whereas in long-term, favouring
of low-height species might prevent the growth of higher trees
through competition (Li et al., 2012b). In addition, relative posi-
tioning with respect to power lines and estimation of heights of
trees has been studied. All vegetation studies in power line corri-
dors have utilised fixed-wing platforms. These will be treated in
more detail below together with short treatment of general tree
extraction from forested areas and the use of hyperspectral images
in vegetation monitoring.
In general, several studies have been conducted on the extrac-
tion of trees from aerial images in forested areas (see a review of
methods in Ke and Quackenbush, 2011). However, in most of the
studies, non-forest areas, including power line corridors, have been
removed in pre-processing before tree detection (Ke and
Quackenbush, 2011). It has also been argued (Mills et al., 2010;
Ke and Quackenbush, 2011; Li et al., 2012b) that tree detection
in non-forest areas may be more challenging, because they contain
more soil, shadows, shrubs and herbaceous vegetation, all of which
may contain similar characteristics to trees.
Li et al. (2009) and Mills et al. (2010) studied automatic tree
extraction and delineation frommultispectral images in power line
corridors. They both used a same method that was based on a ratio
of NIR and red band reflectances which were given as input to a
pulse-coupled neural network, whose output was further
improved by morphological processing to achieve the final seg-
mentation. They tested the method in the same power line corridor
with multispectral images with a GSD of 15 cm (flight altitude
350 m above ground level). Both achieved a 96% detection rate
with 137 (Li et al., 2009) and 129 (Mills et al., 2010) trees. The seg-
mentation accuracies, that is, the proportion of successfully seg-
mented tree crowns (1-to-1 mapping) to all trees, were 81.8%
(Li et al., 2009) and 75.2% (Mills et al., 2010). Under-
segmentation was the most important error source, but as noted
by Mills et al. (2010), the detection rate is more important when
considering power line corridor monitoring.
Li et al. (2011a,b, 2012b) investigated tree species classification
using multispectral images in power line corridors using the same
data as Li et al. (2009) and Mills et al. (2010) (c.f. previous para-
graph). They concentrated on three species, Eucalyptus tereticor-
nis, Eucalyptus melanophloia, and Corymbia tesselaris. They
utilised support vector machines and compared various features,
such as spectral moment features (Li et al., 2011a), pulse spectralfrequency features (Li et al., 2011b), texture features (Li et al.,
2011a,b) and fusion of colour and texture features (Li et al.,
2012b). The classification accuracies of the best features in the
comparisons varied between 65% and 95%.
Mills et al. (2010) evaluated the accuracy of stereo vision in tree
height estimation and the accuracy of direct georeferencing of
images in the relative horizontal positioning of trees with respect
to power lines. The GSD of the images was 10 cm in the relative
positioning and 5 cm in the height estimation. The average error
in the horizontal perpendicular distance of the trees to the power
line was 0.7 m. The average error in height was 1.8 m for trees
and 1.1 m for pylons. As will be discussed in the next section, 3D
modelling of conductors from aerial images is challenging due to
lack of texture or other distinctive features in the conductors. How-
ever, Sun et al. (2006), Yan et al. (2007b) and Zhang et al. (2007)
calculated the distance of the conductors to the ground, vegetation
and other nearby objects using stereo vision. In Yan et al. (2007b)
and Zhang et al. (2007), the GSD of the images was approx. 5 cm
and in Sun et al. (2006) 10 cm. The root mean square error (RMSE)
of the 3D model was 0.23 m in Sun et al. (2006), evaluated at 18
test points on ground, building corners and top and bottom of
pylons. The RMSE of the distance between objects and power lines
was 0.33 m in Yan et al. (2007b).
The use of aerial hyperspectral imaging in vegetation monitor-
ing in power line corridors has been studied only by Frank et al.
(2010) (see Section 6.4 for more details). However, in other envi-
ronments, more studies can be found, for example, on tree delin-
eation and tree species classification (see, e.g., Clark et al., 2005;
Bunting and Lucas, 2006).
4.3. Mapping and inspection of power line components from aerial
images
4.3.1. Characteristics of aerial images in power line component
monitoring
In good conditions and with proper system configuration and
high enough resolution, several power line components, such as
conductors, pylons, cross arms and insulators can be recognised
from the aerial images (Jones et al., 2003; Sun et al., 2006; Yan
et al., 2007a; Oberweger et al., 2014). Additionally, condition of
some components can be monitored (Ishino and Tsutsumi, 2004;
Oberweger et al., 2014). Several factors, however, can make the
automatic extraction of power line components challenging. These
include complex background, amount and direction of sunlight,
background brightness and features similar to those of power line
components, weather conditions, and variations in the background
due to season (Whitworth et al., 2001; Tong et al., 2009; Tilawat
et al., 2010).
The viewing direction of the camera affects what parts of power
lines can be observed. Vertical wood poles may be difficult to
detect from vertical images even by a human operator due to their
small cross-sectional area (Mills et al., 2010). In addition, condition
checking of vertically aligned components such as certain types of
insulators (Reddy et al., 2013) may require oblique images. In some
applications, the camera viewing direction can be adjusted to point
to targets of interest (Whitworth et al., 2001).
3D modelling of conductors from aerial images is difficult
because conductors are elongated structures with a uniform inten-
sity value (Yan et al., 2007a) and usually do not contain texture or
distinctive features in the aerial images. Therefore, it is difficult to
find corresponding object points from the conductors in different
images that could be used for 3D matching. However, Józ´ków
et al. (2015) were able to create 3D models of conductors from
UAV images (see Section 8.2.1). Also, the 3D positions of the pylon
tops and cross arms can be retrieved and these can be used to find
approximate catenary curve envelopes if default values for the
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approach may exhibit accuracy that is sufficient for vegetation
encroachment monitoring. In addition, sometimes features, such
as spacers are found along the conductors which can be used to
create approximate 3D models of the conductors (Zhang et al.,
2007).
4.3.2. Mapping of conductors and components attached to them
A few attempts have been made to extract power line conduc-
tors from aerial images (Yan et al., 2007a; Tong et al., 2009; Li
et al., 2010a; Wu et al., 2010; Ye et al., 2013). In all studies, the
images have been collected with a helicopter and most of the stud-
ies (Yan et al., 2007a; Tong et al., 2009; Li et al., 2010a; Ye et al.,
2013) have concentrated on high voltage transmission lines. Most
of the methods in the studies have followed the same basic work-
flow: at first candidate power line pixels have been retrieved and
then lines have been extracted from the candidates (Yan et al.,
2007a; Tong et al., 2009; Wu et al., 2010). In some methods, the
results have been improved by filling gaps and removing noise
(Yan et al., 2007a; Tong et al., 2009). In Ye et al. (2013) particle fil-
tering was applied to track the power line after an initial seed line
was retrieved with Hough transform. Li et al. (2010a) used tem-
plate matching to find conductors from images. The expected num-
ber of conductors was given as an input for each image and images
from which unexpected numbers of conductors were found were
sent to manual checking. The experimental evaluations of the
accuracies have been modest in most of the studies and most of
the evaluations have been qualitative with a few example images.
However, Yan et al. (2007a) and Li et al. (2010a) performed a quan-
titative evaluation of the accuracy. Yan et al. (2007a) detected
20.6 km of the total of 22.5 km of power line. However, they did
not report the amount of false detections. Li et al. (2010a) tested
their algorithm with more than 4000 images, found all conductors
from the images and achieved a correctness (also known as ‘‘preci-
sion” or ‘‘user’s accuracy”) of 99.7%.
Following the retrieval of conductors, Li et al. (2010a) extracted
spacers along the conductors. They were extracted from the images
using the previously extracted conductors as hints for the location
of the spacer. Gabor filtering and connected component labelling
were utilised in the algorithm. They achieved a completeness (also
known as ‘‘recall” or ‘‘producer’s accuracy”) of 96.68% with 211
images containing a spacer and the algorithm extracted 47 false
positives among a total of 4362 images (1.1% false alarm rate).
Ishino and Tsutsumi (2004) studied the detection of arc marks
and cut wires from very high resolution digital videos collected
with a helicopter. Their method needed a user given seed point
after which the conductor was tracked and its contour retrieved
automatically. The arc marks and cut wires were detected using
a statistical analysis of brightness and by comparing the extracted
contour to an ideal contour, respectively. A set of 6000 images was
used to test the method. 362 images contained a damaged conduc-
tor and 358 of those were correctly classified. 129 images were
falsely classified as damaged.
4.3.3. Mapping of pylons and components attached to them
Most of the studies on the extraction of pylons from aerial
images have concentrated either on poles or towers. Sun et al.
(2006) extracted wood poles and either the cross arm or the top
of the pole from image pairs collected with a fixed-wing aircraft.
Their method utilised colour and intensity information and several
filters to find pole and cross arm candidates that were matched to
each other to find a pole in the image. Jones et al. (2003) detected
wood poles in 11 kV and 33 kV power lines and also extracted the
position of the base and top of the pole and cross arm using Gabor
filters and Radon transform. Tilawat et al. (2010) extracted trans-
mission line towers from aerial images. Their method was basedon high density of extracted lines in tower locations. Both Jones
et al. (2003) and Tilawat et al. (2010) used a helicopter to collect
the images. Sampedro et al. (2014) developed a general pylon
extraction and classification method that is not restricted to any
specific pylon type (e.g., wood pole or tower). Their learning
method utilised local features and multilayer perceptron neural
network classifier for the pylon extraction and classification. In
most of the pylon studies that contained quantitative analysis,
the completeness varied between 75% and 95% (Jones et al.,
2003; Sun et al., 2006; Sampedro et al., 2014), and false positive
rates between 1.4% and 25% (Sun et al., 2006; Sampedro et al.,
2014).
Whitworth et al. (2001) developed a system to aid in the inspec-
tion of components attached to wood poles in 11 kV and 33 kV
power lines. Their system contained a helicopter-mounted steer-
able camera whose sightline could be automatically adjusted. They
extracted and tracked a top of a wood pole to keep it in the line-of-
sight while the helicopter moved along the line. Golightly and
Jones (2003) developed more sophisticated algorithms for smooth
tracking of the pole and cross arm.
Studies on the extraction and inspection of insulators from aer-
ial images have concentrated on the cap and pin insulators of high
voltage transmission lines, in which several identical disc-shaped
insulators are arranged in a string. Liao and An (2015) developed
an insulator detection method that was based on matching of
extracted local feature points with a feature library of insulators.
Wu et al. (2012) and Wu and An (2014) developed methods for
the extraction of insulator strings and their closed smooth con-
tours. Their methods were based on active contour models.
Oberweger et al. (2014) detected cap and pin insulators from aerial
images using learning and voting methods and circular descriptors.
They also partitioned the insulators into individual caps using
Fourier analysis of edge detection and detected faulty caps using
elliptic descriptors. In all studies, the aerial images were collected
with a helicopter. A large part of the experimental results of the
above studies has concentrated on comparing different methods
or on analysing the details of the methods and do not evaluate
the absolute statistical accuracy. One reason for this may be that
there has been a lack of a standard performance metric for the
insulator recognition (Oberweger et al., 2014). However, Wu and
An (2014) reported an average correctness and completeness of
86% for the segmentation of insulators from 50 images, even
though it was not reported how the metrics were calculated.
Oberweger et al. (2014) achieved an 80% completeness with a cor-
rectness of over 50% with 400 images in insulator recognition. In
addition, they were able to detect 95% of the 20 faulty caps from
a set of over 11,300 caps. However, the false positive rate was
12%, which resulted in more than 1000 false alarms with their
dataset.5. Thermal images
Thermal imaging is based on the phenomenon that objects emit
infrared radiation depending on their temperature. The Stefan–
Boltzmann law states that the total energy emitted by the object
is a product of the Stefan–Boltzmann constant, and the absolute
temperature in power of 4 (Elachi, 1987). Spectral range used for
thermal imaging is from 3 lm to 14 lm. Most of the thermal cam-
eras use the atmospheric thermal windows either in the mid-wave
infrared (3–5 lm) or in the long-wave infrared (8–14 lm) spectral
regions. Cooled infrared cameras are more expensive than
uncooled cameras, but their sensitivity and image quality are bet-
ter with less noise. The highest spatial resolution of infrared
images acquired from aerial platforms is <5 cm. Thermal imaging
has long been applied to power line surveys from aerial platforms,
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ductors, in order to identify potential failures on components, com-
pression splices and insulators (e.g., Zheng and Yi, 2009). Devices
operating at a higher temperature (electrical hot spot) can be
mapped because they radiate energy in the long wavelength infra-
red spectrum.
Only few research articles deal with thermal imaging in power
line monitoring. However, there are many commercial uses for aer-
ial infrared thermography using various platforms, and the surveys
of high voltage electric utility transmission and distribution lines
are among them (Stockton and Tache, 2006). Electrical faults on
high voltage electrical transmission lines can be detected rapidly
from the air. However, the study by Stockton and Tache (2006)
showed that even from short distances, accurate temperature mea-
surements of the electrical faults were impossible to quantify. This
was due to the large measurement spot size compared to the small
target size and long measurement range, object reflection, and
weather conditions. In this review, patents were not included in
the analysis, but in the field of thermal imaging, one patent could
be mentioned. Fernandes (1989) invented a monitoring system
using a unique remotely piloted drone with different sensors,
including thermal infrared imaging. UAV thermal imaging is per-
haps one of the first UAV-based operational applications related
to power line corridor surveys. More information on recent UAV
studies can be found in Section 8.
Blazquez (1994) used an airborne Probe Eye Scanner/Normal
Color Video System (PESNVS) in an exploratory test. Faulty compo-
nents operating above the normal temperature on high-voltage
transmission lines were detected, and the results were confirmed
by ground surveys. Degradation of the mechanical structure of
power line components and also deterioration in their electrical
integrity result in higher temperatures than those observed in
the adjacent components. Image interpretation was carried out
visually. Frate et al. (2000) evaluated the overhead line and joint
performance using high-definition thermography that utilised
ground based measuring methods. The ultimate objective was to
develop a method that would yield the actual temperature of a
joint. Comparisons between simulations and the measured tem-
perature were included. A computational method was used to
assess the conductor temperature by using the operating current,
the wind speed and direction, and the outdoor temperature as
the input data. Qin et al. (2000) gave theoretical aspects of the heat
conduction of electric power lines in their article. An uncooled
infrared camera for contactless temperature measurements of
electric power systems was described.
In conclusion regarding airborne thermal images, we can say
that relevant temperature anomalies can be detected in the electric
lines and devices, but according to available scientific references,
accurate temperature readings are difficult to get. Despite the lim-
ited number of scientific studies in this area, thermal imaging has,
however, become an important tool used by utility companies.
They use thermal imaging checks before beginning of maintenance
work in order to avoid costly service interruptions. It is expected
that sensor miniaturisation is leading to increasing interest in mul-
tisensoral UAV surveys including both thermal imaging and laser
scanning.6. Airborne laser scanner data
6.1. Basic principles of airborne laser scanning
Airborne Laser Scanning (ALS) is an active remote sensing tech-
nique based on Light Detection and Ranging (lidar) measurements
from an aircraft (Beraldin et al., 2010). The precise position and
orientation of the sensor is known from GNSS (Global NavigationSatellite System) and IMU (Inertial Measurement Unit) measure-
ments, and therefore the position (x, y, z coordinates) of the reflect-
ing objects can be determined. The result of laser scanning is a
georeferenced point cloud of lidar measurements. In addition to
the coordinate information, the intensity of the returned pulses
is normally available. Laser scanner systems can typically record
up to four return echoes for each pulse sent to the target. For exam-
ple, the first echo can return from the tree canopy or a power line
and the last one from the ground surface. The number of returning
echoes and the height differences between them depend on the
type of the surface, and this information can be used in the inter-
pretation of the data. In the case of full-waveform laser scanning,
the full shapes of the returning echoes are registered.
The point density in ALS, especially in low-altitude power line
monitoring, is typically in the range of dozens of points per m2.
However, point densities of even hundreds of points per m2 can
be achieved from helicopters. The absolute planimetric (xy) accu-
racy of ALS data is typically about 5–10 cm. An absolute height
accuracy of about 2–5 cm can be achieved on hard surfaces. Such
point density and accuracy allow detailed mapping and monitoring
of power lines and their surroundings. Detection and 3D recon-
struction of individual conductors and trees becomes possible.
Example of ALS data acquired from a power line corridor can be
seen in Fig. 4. ALS data can be acquired from helicopters or fixed-
wing aircraft. In the case of power line studies, helicopters have
been most often used because they can follow the power line cor-
ridors in a more flexible way and measurements from very low
altitudes can be done. In many articles, however, the platform used
in data acquisition has not been specified.
6.2. Mapping of power lines from airborne laser scanner data
6.2.1. Methods for power line classification
Most of the studies using ALS data have concentrated on devel-
oping automated classification and reconstruction methods for the
extraction of power line components, especially conductors. A typ-
ical process includes generation of a DTM, classification of the laser
data to distinguish power line points from other objects, especially
vegetation, and 3D modelling of the individual conductors. Detec-
tion of pylons has also been included in some studies (e.g., Sohn
et al., 2012; Guo et al., 2015).
Classification to distinguish power lines from other objects has
been typically based on line detection or analysis of the structure
of the point cloud. Useful features for classification can also
include, for example, the difference between first and last pulse
heights, and the intensity. Axelsson (1999) used information on
multiple echoes and intensity to separate power lines points from
vegetation. Refined classification of power lines was achieved by
searching for parallel, linear structures using Hough transforms.
Melzer and Briese (2004) applied iterative Hough transform to a
filtered point cloud. Clode and Rottensteiner (2005) separated
power lines and trees by analysing intensity values and height dif-
ferences between first and last pulse data. It was assumed that
trees have many points with a large height difference between first
and last pulses in a local neighbourhood, while power lines only
have a few such points. Power lines also had low intensity values.
The classification method was based on the Dempster-Shafer the-
ory. McLaughlin (2006) classified laser points into three classes:
transmission line, vegetation, or surface. Surfaces included both
the ground and roofs of buildings. The structure of the point cloud
was modelled within ellipsoidal neighbourhoods by using the
covariance matrix, and a Gaussian mixture model was applied in
the classification. Liu et al. (2009) used intensity data and the
Hough transform to detect conductors. Zhu and Hyyppä (2014)
proposed a method that first identified candidate power line points
by using statistical analysis of the point cloud and then refined the
Fig. 4. ALS data from a power line corridor acquired from a helicopter. (a) Side-view of the point cloud showing individual conductors, poles and vegetation. Colouring of the
points is based on their height values. The small image on the right shows a closer view to one pole, cross arm, conductors and stays. (b) Raster DSM clearly showing the
location of the corridor. The DSM presents the highest elevation value for each 1 m  1 m cell. (c) The point cloud seen from above. Part (c) covers the area of the red rectangle
in (b).
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properties of objects.
Some recent studies have applied machine learning algorithms
and a larger number of features than the above-mentioned studies.
For example, Kim and Sohn (2013) applied the random forests clas-
sifier and 21 features calculated from ALS data for classifying con-
ductors, pylons, vegetation, buildings and low objects. The features
described the spatial distribution of the laser points and they were
calculated for each point by using spherical and cylindrical neigh-
bourhoods. Guo et al. (2015) discussed classification of ALS point
clouds by using a JointBoost classifier and 26 features. Graph-cut
segmentation was also applied to improve the results. Classes of
interest included buildings, ground, vegetation, power lines, and
pylons.
6.2.2. Methods for power line reconstruction
Power line conductors between two adjacent pylons (i.e., over a
span) have the shape of a catenary curve and can thus be modelled
by fitting catenary curves to the detected power line points. Sophis-
ticated methods including several different processing steps have
been presented to group detected power line points or lines in indi-
vidual spans and to model the conductors. For example, Melzer and
Briese (2004) grouped the detected lines into corridor segments
and computed the intersections of the segments. The points belong-
ing to a single corridor segment were then assigned to individual
conductors, and the conductors were modelled with catenary
curves. Several computation methods were used in the process.
McLaughlin (2006) first calculated local models for sections of
transmission lines in ellipsoidal neighbourhoods. Complete spans
were then detected iteratively by adding local affine models, and
the catenary parameters were progressively refined. Jwa and Sohn
(2012) presented a method based on piecewise catenary curvemodel growing. Power line candidate points were first extracted
by using three different operators for linear feature extraction.
The candidate points were used as seed points to generate primitive
models. These models were then grown progressively by producing
hypothetical growing models and selecting the optimal ones.
Recently, Guo et al. (2016) presented a reconstruction method that
uses the properties of a conductor group between two neighbour-
ing pylons to improve reconstruction results. It is assumed that
conductors in one group are nearly parallel with the same direction
and sag, and this information can be used, for example, in setting
initial parameters for the reconstruction.
6.2.3. Quality of the results
As power lines are very narrow objects, the density of the laser
points should be relatively high to achieve good results in power
line extraction. Surrounding vegetation and complexity of the
power line network can cause additional challenges in the extrac-
tion. McLaughlin (2006) tested his method with about 13.8 km
data acquired from a helicopter (includes both training and testing
data). The point density was approx. 2.5 points/m2. The percentage
of correctly identified transmission line points was 86.9%, and the
false positive rate was 0.20%. The percentage of correctly extracted
transmission line spans was 72.1%. According to the author, the
sparseness of the data was the primary limiting factor for the clas-
sification accuracy. Kim and Sohn (2013) achieved an overall clas-
sification accuracy of 91.04% (sample-weighted accuracy, i.e., the
percentage of correctly classified points to entire number of points;
five classes included). In this case, the point density was 25–
30 points/m2. The data analysed in the study covered a total length
of 1.9 km in California and were acquired from a helicopter. There
were both transmission lines (115 kV and 230 kV) and distribution
lines (below 110 kV) in the area. Jwa and Sohn (2012) also used
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The average point density was 24 points/m2, and the length of the
test area was approx. 640 m. The area included complex structures
of power lines. According to visual inspection, the percentage of
complete models in the results was 96%. Completeness and cor-
rectness for power line points captured by the models were
99.5% and 92.82%, respectively. RMSEs of the produced power line
models were 5.2 cm in 3D and 2.9 cm in 2D. Errors in the results
occurred, for example, in a sub-area with vegetation. Zhu and
Hyyppä (2014) reported a classification accuracy of 93.26%. This
was the average correctness of classified power line points in six
test areas in Kirkkonummi, Finland. The total length of power lines
under study was approx. 1.8 km, and the power line corridors were
surrounded by forest. The density of the laser points was 55 points/
m2.
Practical studies using commercial software packages have
been carried out, for example, by Otcenasova et al. (2014), who
tested TerraScan software for detecting conductors in the Slovak
Republic. The point density of the dataset was originally approx.
30 points/m2, but a reduced point density of approx. 5 points/m2
was also tested. According to the authors, the lower density was
also sufficient for automatic conductor detection, although the
number of errors was higher (accuracy measures not given in the
article). The most problematic part of the detection process was
identification of towers, which had to be carried out manually.
Lu and Kieloch (2008) discussed the accuracy of transmission line
modelling based on ALS data, considering the effects of ambient air
temperature, electrical load, solar radiation, wind, and conductor
size on the base conductor temperature.
6.3. Mapping of vegetation from airborne laser scanner data
Ko et al. (2012) used high-density laser scanner data (about
40 pulses/m2) to identify single trees that threatened transmission
line infrastructure. Geometric features were calculated for trees
and used as input data for tree species classification with the ran-
dom forests classifier. Based on the results, it was possible to iden-
tify trees growing within the minimum vegetation clearance
distance and to identify tall trees that could fall onto the conduc-
tors. The dominant growth directions of the trees were also deter-
mined to identify trees leaning towards the infrastructure. Some
studies have combined aerial images and ALS data in vegetation
monitoring in power line corridors (Frank et al., 2010; Li et al.,
2012b). These studies will be discussed in the following section.
Ussyshkin et al. (2011) discussed the use of Optech laser scanner
data in practical monitoring tasks such as catenary modelling for
thermal up-rating and vegetation encroachment analysis.
In general, forest monitoring from ALS data is a topic of active
research, and methods for detecting and modelling individual trees
are available (Hyyppä et al., 2012). It has also been shown that
accurate results on the location and size of trees can be achieved
(Kaartinen et al., 2012b). The same methods can be directly applied
to the monitoring of trees in power line corridors. Repeated ALS
measurements allow high-quality measurement of forest growth
(Yu et al., 2005) and estimation of future threats to power lines.
Previous studies have also demonstrated the high information con-
tent of ALS full-waveform data for forest applications (Hollaus
et al., 2014). More references of forest monitoring can be easily
found from Hyyppä et al. (2012) and Kaartinen et al. (2012b).
6.4. Comparison or fusion of aerial images and airborne laser scanner
data in power line monitoring
A few studies have either compared ALS and aerial images or
utilised their fusion in power line monitoring applications. Most
of these studies have concentrated on vegetation.Mills et al. (2010) compared multispectral aerial images to ALS
point clouds (both collected with a fixed-wing aircraft) in estimat-
ing the heights of trees and poles and relative position of trees with
respect to power lines. The relative position was divided into
along-track distance (the distance to the closest pole along the
line) and cross-track distance (perpendicular horizontal distance
to the power line). The average point density of the ALS point
clouds was 9 points/m2. In relative positioning, the GSD of the aer-
ial image was 10 cm and in height estimation they used 5 cm GSD
images for poles and 15 cm GSD for trees. ALS was found to be
more than three times more accurate than aerial images both in
relative positioning and in height estimation. The average accuracy
of ALS was better than 0.5 m for both relative positioning and
height estimation. They found that 15 cm GSD was not enough to
find poles reliably from images and that even in laser data there
was a shortage of hits from poles. In many cases, the response
came only from the cross arm and not from the pole itself. A com-
parison between aerial images and ALS data in the estimation of
tree and pole heights was also presented by Cai and Walker
(2010). Similarly to Mills et al. (2010), they concluded that ALS
data gave a clearly higher accuracy of height estimation.
Li et al. (2012b) tested a fusion of multispectral images and ALS
in tree segmentation. They utilised the method of Li et al. (2009) to
perform a preliminary segmentation of trees from multispectral
images and then overlay a 2.5D height image, extracted from ALS
data, on top of the segments to remove low vegetation segments
that resembled trees in the multispectral images. They were able
to improve the accuracy of segmentation by 9.5 percentage points
compared to Mills et al. (2010) who did the segmentation only
with the multispectral data in the same test area, however, they
did so with different trees. According to Li et al. (2012b), point den-
sity of ALS is critical for the fusion process because small trees may
be missed if the point density is too low. Li et al. (2012b) and Mills
et al. (2010) used the same multispectral and ALS datasets which
were collected in separate flights using fixed-wing platforms.
Frank et al. (2010) investigated the use of aerial hyperspectral
images and ALS data in the land cover and tree species classifica-
tion near 66–240 kV lines. The GSD of the hyperspectral data was
50 cm and the GSD of the ALS data 15 cm (point density
28 points/m2). They found that hyperspectral data provided 29
percentage points higher overall accuracy than ALS and that their
fusion yet improved the accuracy by 8.5 percentage points.
Kersting and Centeno (2007) presented an object-oriented
approach to classifying power line corridors in urban environ-
ments. Rasterised height and intensity data from ALS and orthorec-
tified aerial image data were used as input data for segmentation
and classification. Buildings, trees, distribution lines and different
types of ground surfaces were considered.7. Land-based mobile mapping data
7.1. Basic principles of mobile mapping
A land-based mobile mapping technology is based on integra-
tion of various positioning, navigation and imaging data collection
sensors constituting a mobile mapping system (MMS) that is
mounted on a kinematic platform such as a car. Imaging data in
the following discussion include various types of images and point
clouds. The most important sensors to collect these data are cam-
eras and laser scanners (El-Sheimy, 2005; Petrie, 2010). GNSS and
IMU are the most important parts of the navigation sub-system
(El-Sheimy, 2005) that produces the MMS trajectory and sensor
orientation during the data collection. System position and orien-
tation at any given time is used for direct georeferencing of the
collected imaging data into a world coordinate system (Puente
Fig. 5. Scanning of a power line corridor with a backpack PLS laser scanning system
(FGI AkhkaR2).
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the system can be, for example, all-terrain vehicles (ATV), boats,
and backpacks carried by persons (El-Sheimy, 2005; Kukko et al.,
2012). The earliest applications of MMS to power line mapping
date back to the 1990s. The TruckMap van-based system (Reed
et al., 1996) contained several GPS receivers for the platform posi-
tion and attitude determination and a manually controlled laser
range finder with which the 3D coordinates of objects could be
measured.
An MMS whose main imaging component is a laser scanner is
often called a mobile laser scanning (MLS) system. Compared to
ALS (typical point density 5–100 points per m2), MLS collects much
denser point clouds (up to thousands of points per m2 at a 10 m
distance from the scanner) with much higher detail due to the nar-
row beam divergence angle. The accuracy of the point clouds is
usually determined by the accuracy of the GNSS-INS solution, as
in ALS. If enough satellites are available, 2–3 cm accuracy can be
achieved with the best MLS systems in urban or semi-urban envi-
ronments (Haala et al., 2008; Kaartinen et al., 2012a) or with a
backpack personal laser scanning (PLS) system in an open valley
(Kukko et al., 2015). In recent studies of full grown forest canopy
cover, the post-processed GNSS-IMU positioning was found to pro-
vide 0.7 m absolute accuracy levels for MLS (Liang et al., 2014a;
Kaartinen et al., 2015) and PLS (Liang et al., 2014b). In challenging
satellite visibility conditions, the absolute accuracy can degrade to
several metres (Gu et al., 2015), but even then the relative accuracy
between neighbouring points can be better than 1 cm (Kaartinen
et al., 2012a). However, even within a short time interval the rela-
tive accuracy is drastically dependent on the quality of the IMU
sensor, and sub-centimetre relative accuracy is not typically
achieved with low cost IMU sensors. GNSS outages are common,
for example, in forests and urban canyons. High-density ALS data
can be used to improve the accuracy of georeferencing of MLS data
in areas where satellite visibility is poor at ground level, because
airborne systems receive good satellite signals in almost all
conditions.
Because of panoramic imaging geometry, MMS is able to see
certain objects better than downwards-looking airborne technolo-
gies. For example, vertical pole-like objects, such as pylons, that
may be difficult to detect with airborne systems (Ahokas et al.,
2002; Mills et al., 2010) can be extracted with higher accuracy
using MLS (Lehtomäki et al., 2010; Cabo et al., 2014). In addition,
details inside the forest canopy can be retrieved, which is not pos-
sible with ALS data. The beam size is smaller with MLS than with
ALS, helping to detect the object in finer detail. The ranging accu-
racy of MLS is higher than in ALS, and this enables extraction of
more accurate features, such as surface normals. Also, conductors
that are on top of each other may be more easily extracted using
MLS than ALS, which may fly straight on top of the power lines
(Cheng et al., 2014). These considerations are, for the most part,
also relevant for the image-based MMS systems, when compared
to airborne systems. Scanning of a power line corridor with a back-
pack PLS laser scanning system is shown in Fig. 5. Data acquired
with the system can be seen in Fig. 6.
7.2. Mapping and inspection of power line components from mobile
mapping data
Only a few studies yet published have concentrated on the
extraction of power lines from MLS point clouds. Most of the stud-
ies do not contain statistical analyses of the accuracy of the meth-
ods or have rather small test sets. In addition, all studies have
concentrated on urban environments, due to the obvious mobility
limitations of a standard MLS on a car, but also because of fairly
recent emergence of the technology. Kim and Medioni (2011)
extracted power line conductors from a point cloud that was afusion of MLS and ALS. They used tensor voting to extract linear
points and then applied a growing method to extract conductors.
Lam et al. (2010) extracted pylons using Ransac and then power
lines by selecting all points inside a box that spanned the space
between two consecutive pylons. Guan et al. (2016) extracted
and modelled power lines using several filters, Hough transform,
clustering and catenary curve fitting. The point clouds were col-
lected using a RIEGL VMX-450 system and the average point den-
sity was approx. 290 points/m2. They tested their methods on two
road stretches whose total length was 185 m and achieved an aver-
age completeness of 92% and an average correctness of 99%. Cheng
et al. (2014) extracted and modelled power lines using several
filters, Hough transform, clustering of power line spans and mod-
elling of conductors using local line and parabola fitting and grow-
ing. Their methods extracted 94% of the power lines in a 4 km long
test area while the correctness of the detection was 99% and the
accuracy of the clustering 97%.
To our knowledge, only Murthy et al. (2011) have studied the
monitoring of power lines using cameras attached to a moving
land-based vehicle. Their main goal was to analyse the condition
of insulators in urban and suburban environments along the
roads. They used a template design for the tracking of poles,
and wavelet features and a hidden Markov model to classify bro-
ken insulators.
Concerning the detection of pylons from MLS point clouds, sev-
eral studies have concentrated on the automatic detection of gen-
eral vertical pole-like objects (e.g., traffic signs, lamp posts and tree
trunks). For example, Lehtomäki et al. (2010) and Cabo et al. (2014)
reported completeness between 67% and 92% and correctness
between 82 and 84% in urban and suburban environments. In addi-
tion, detection of pole-like objects from mobile mapping image
sequences has been studied and detection rates of over 90% have
been achieved (Doubek et al., 2008).7.3. Mapping of vegetation from mobile mapping data
To our knowledge, no studies exist that have used MMS in the
mapping of vegetation in power line corridors. However, in other
environments such studies exist. For example, Liang et al.
(2014a) studied the detection of trees in a forest environment
using MLS and Puttonen et al. (2011) studied tree species classifi-
cation using MLS, mobile terrestrial hyperspectral images and their
fusion in an urban garden. Liang et al. (2014a) also found that MLS
data allow assessment of tree diameters. Yang et al. (2012, 2015)
studied the extraction of urban trees using MLS and fusion of
MLS and images, respectively. Similar approaches could be used
to monitor vegetation in power line corridors.
Fig. 6. Power line captured with the backpack PLS system FGI AkhkaR2. The conductors, insulators and poles are detectable from the data, as well as the vegetation around
the components.
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8.1. Background on the use of UAV data
The use of UAVs provides a flexible approach to acquire high-
resolution airborne data on power lines. The benefits of UAVs
include, for example, their ability to fly close to the power lines
(Li et al., 2010b) and their significantly lower operating costs when
compared to helicopters (Cai and Walker, 2010). The number of
research articles dealing with UAV-based power line monitoring
has clearly increased during the last few years, although older
studies can also be found (e.g., Del-Cerro et al., 2001). A similar
trend can be observed in photogrammetry and remote sensing in
general. Development of UAVs (also called unmanned aerial
systems (UAS), aerial robots, drones, or remotely-piloted aerial
systems (RPAS)) is a growing field with various potential applica-
tions and an increasing number of published scientific studies
(Colomina and Molina, 2014). During recent years, the technologi-
cal advances related to UAV components and battery technologies
have been rapid, which have improved the feasibility of UAV-based
data acquisition for power line inspection. The development of
lithium polymer battery technology has been very important in
improving the endurance of UAVs as combustion engines are often
unsuitable for UAV use because of the high-amplitude vibrationsproduced by the engine. The maximum flying time depends heav-
ily on the type of platform and the weight of the payload, but it
typically varies between half an hour and two hours. Also the
improved availability of lightweight sensor systems and the devel-
opment of UAV-related legislation have contributed to the applica-
bility of UAVs in commercial applications. The regulations vary
significantly between countries and while some countries, such
as the United States, have all but banned commercial operations,
some, for example Finland, are very liberal and encourage the com-
mercial use of UAVs. Links to regulations in different countries
have been listed by ISPRS ICWG I/Vb (2016).
Different UAV platforms have been applied to power line sur-
veys. Generally, fixed-wing UAVs need to fly higher and faster
and they are suitable for vegetation monitoring and rough inspec-
tion of long power lines, while helicopter and multi-rotor UAVs can
be used to acquire detailed pictures by hovering in the air close to
the objects (Hrabar et al., 2010; Deng et al., 2014). Deng et al.
(2014) suggested a multi-platform system consisting of different
types of UAVs for different purposes.
In power line monitoring, applications and approaches basically
similar to those discussed previously in the aerial image and ALS
sections are possible with UAV data. In addition, the agility of these
systems compared to larger aerial systems allows more flexible
approaches. Toth and Gilpin-Jackson (2010) discussed a variety of
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addition to structural inspection and vegetation monitoring tasks,
these included various tasks in damage assessments after extreme
weather events or other incidents. For example, UAVs could be
used by field personnel to assess road damage ahead, or they could
be deployed in continuous readiness at strategic locations and used
for rapid fault and damage assessment of the network when
needed. Toth and Gilpin-Jackson (2010) also presented a list of
requirements for UAVs by British Columbia Transmission Corpora-
tion, Canada. They concluded that UAVs have a definite appeal for
civilian applications, but there are still significant technical, opera-
tional, regulatory and financial issues to be solved. Hrabar et al.
(2010) also listed requirements for UAV systems used in power line
inspections.
In practice, most of the published studies based on UAV data
have used optical images, and many of them have concentrated
on line detection methods. In addition to monitoring purposes, line
detection is needed for navigation of the UAV along the power line,
assuming that prior information on the location of the line is not
available. UAV-based laser scanning has been mentioned only in
a few papers. Further development of small laser scanner systems
and UAVs can make this technology a powerful alternative in the
future (Li et al., 2012b). Fig. 7 shows a UAV system flying over a
power line and laser scanner data acquired with such a system.
Katrašnik et al. (2010) reviewed the use of mobile robots, including
UAVs as flying robots, in power line inspection. The review concen-
trated on technical aspects related to the UAVs themselves such as
position and attitude control and guidance system, which are
important issues in UAV-based inspection. Montambault et al.Fig. 7. Top: A Next Eagle UAV system flying above power lines. Bottom: Laser
scanner data acquired with the FGI Sensei UAV system version 4.0 using VLP-16 as
the laser scanning system.(2010) presented a review on vertical take-off and landing (VTOL)
UAVs for the inspection of power utility assets. Their review also
concentrated on the UAV systems. Unlike these previous reviews,
our review focuses on power line monitoring applications and thus
concentrates on UAV studies with a clear monitoring aspect.
8.2. Mapping and inspection of power line components and vegetation
from UAV data
8.2.1. Methods for object extraction
Several studies can be found on power line extraction from UAV
images. These studies typically concentrate on the details of the
line detection methods. The results have often been illustrated
with a few figures without numerical quality evaluation. For exam-
ple, Li et al. (2010b) presented a method that included a pulse cou-
pled neural filter to remove noise and generate an edge map,
Hough transform to detect straight lines, and knowledge-based
line clustering to refine the results. The method was tested with
images acquired from two fixed-wing UAV platforms, and the
results were shown for a few images covering small areas.
Sharma et al. (2014) presented an approach that included adaptive
thresholding to isolate power lines in varying light conditions, a
morphological operator to find candidate lines and a heuristics-
based method for actual detection of power lines. The method
was tested with video frames over a 320 m section of a power line.
The data were acquired from a fixed-wing mini-UAV. According to
Sharma et al. (2014), there were no missed detections of important
line segments and false positives occurred in about 3% of frames.
Recently Józ´ków et al. (2015) discussed 3D modelling of power
lines from images acquired from a UAV. Dense image matching
was used to produce a point cloud that allowed 3D modelling of
conductors with catenary curves. The approach requires images
with high overlap and appropriate resolution. The width of the
conductors should be several pixels to present sufficient texture
for matching.
Campoy et al. (2009) discussed the use of computer vision on
board UAVs. Power line inspection was discussed shortly as one
application area. Castellucci et al. (2013) classified oblique colour
images taken from a UAV to detect poles and their cross arms.
Neural network classification and some additional processing
stages were used. The percentages of correctly detected poles
and cross arms were 70% and 72%, respectively. Martinez et al.
(2014) presented an approach for real-time autonomous detection
and tracking of electric towers. Methodology used in the study
included, for example, neural network classification to detect tow-
ers and a hierarchical tracking method designed for real-time
tracking. The study included quality analysis using videos from
manned helicopter inspections. In the analysis of thousands of
image frames, towers were detected in nearly 90% of frames con-
taining towers. The main motivation of the study was related to
automating the power line inspections from UAVs. The study by
Cai and Walker (2010) concentrated on height determination from
sequential aerial images taken frommobile platforms such as UAVs
and small airplanes. A new stereo matching algorithm was pre-
sented. In experiments, images taken from small airplanes with
downward-facing cameras were used. The heights of trees and
power line poles were estimated, and the average errors were
1.8 m and 1.1 m, respectively. The flight altitude was 230–280 m
above ground level. Detection of insulators from UAV data has also
been discussed (Li et al., 2012a).
8.2.2. Systems for real-time monitoring
Larrauri et al. (2013) described a system called ‘‘RELIFO” for
automatic and almost real time inspection of power lines from
UAV data. The article concentrates on presenting the functionality
of the system and algorithms developed for detecting power lines,
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The system generates reports and alarms about detected problems
and sends them to a control centre. The system uses visual and
thermal video camera data. The visual data are used to detect
vegetation and buildings close to power lines and calculate the
distance between them and the conductors. For example, identifi-
cation of power lines is based on a line detection approach, laser
altimetry data are used to measure heights above the ground,
and stereoscopic analysis is used to calculate distances between
objects. The thermal image data are used to detect bad conductiv-
ity and hotspots in the power lines, transformers and electrical
substations. Quality analyses of the results produced by the algo-
rithms are not presented in the article. Luque-Vega et al. (2014)
also described a UAV system with colour and thermal infrared
cameras. Vision algorithms running in the ground control station
are planned to report anomalies in real time. The vision system
described in the article concentrates on qualitative inspection of
joints in the power lines by analysing their temperature. Stereo-
scopic analysis is first used to remove background from the ther-
mal images. The joints have higher temperature than other parts
of the towers and can thus be detected as hot spots in the thermal
images. Temperature differences between joints are used to detect
faults. Quality analyses of the results were not presented.8.2.3. UAV-based laser scanning
Ax et al. (2013) presented the use of laser scanner data from a
UAV helicopter for vegetation controlling at high-voltage transmis-
sion lines. The article discusses the devices used, flight planning
and operation. Post-processing is used to generate a 3D point
cloud, and the point cloud is then imported into an existing model
of the transmission line. In the 3D model, distances between the
vegetation and conductors can be calculated. The developed low-
weight system provided points with positional deviation less than
75 cm. Taking into account that the security distance between
trees and conductors at the line under study was 4 m, Ax et al.
(2013) concluded that the accuracy achieved in the study was suf-
ficient for the application. Jaakkola et al. (2010) evaluated the accu-
racy and feasibility of a mini-UAV-based laser scanning system for
tree measurements. The standard deviation of individual tree
heights was approx. 30 cm. The same technology could also be
valuable for applications in power line monitoring. Jaakkola et al.
(2010) also demonstrated a method to derive the biomass change
of a coniferous tree from a multitemporal laser point cloud with an
R2 value of 0.92. In Wallace (2014), use of UAV laser scanner data
resulted in 98% of trees being repeatedly and correctly delineated
from the point cloud, and trees measured with a location accuracy
of 0.48 m and a crown area accuracy of 3.3 m2.9. Other approaches and studies
In addition to the remote sensing methods presented above,
many related approaches can be found in the literature. These
include, for example, climbing robots and the use of ultraviolet
(UV) images, microphones, static terrestrial laser scanning (TLS),
and various camera-based monitoring approaches. The basic ideas
behind the use of various sensing techniques in the inspection of
transmission lines were discussed by EPRI (2008).
Climbing robots travel on conductors and can be equipped with
sensors and tools for power line examining, and small repair work
and maintenance. Montambault and Pouliot (2003) presented
some maintenance jobs a robot LineROVer was able to do. These
included visual and infrared inspection, evaluation of compression
splice conditions (resistance measurements), replacement of con-
ductors and ground wires (live), and cleaning and de-icing of con-
ductors. Montambault and Pouliot (2006) presented LineScouttechnology. This robot can travel on a single live line up to
735 kV. Expliner is a Japanese robot developed in 2008 (Debenest
et al., 2008; 2010). Its four sensing units include visual cameras
to image the entire surface of the wire, and laser sensors to detect
changes in the wire diameter due to internal corrosion. Obstacles
such as insulators, spacers and counterweights cause motion prob-
lems for a robot when it is crawling forward on overhead transmis-
sion lines. Methods have been presented to overcome these
obstacles (Tang et al., 2004; Debenest et al., 2008). Katrašnik
et al. (2008) proposed a climbing-flying robot that would use a
helicopter for flying over obstacles and a special drive mechanism
for travelling on conductors. Some computer vision -based
approaches have been used in the analysis of data acquired by
robots, but there is still need for further development of automa-
tion (Mirallès et al., 2014).
An ultraviolet light camera can be used for detecting corona
effects in power line components because corona energy radiates
mainly at a spectral range of 300–400 nm having their peak values
at 340 and 360 nm. For example, Vasquez-Arnez et al. (2010) used
ultraviolet and infrared cameras to inspect the presence of corona
on 138 kV lines. Ninedorf et al. (2008) discussed the use of ultravi-
olet and infrared imagery in high-voltage power line survey. They
developed a portable daylight corona camera. An ultraviolet image
is overlaid onto infrared as well as a visible colour image. Different
layers help to locate the corona effect and the ultraviolet/infrared
image allows analysis to determine if there is damage and the
severity of the phenomenon.
Several other interesting studies can also be found. For example,
Ha et al. (2012) used a microphone array for fault detection on
transmission lines and an infrared thermal imaging camera and a
charge-coupled device (CCD) camera for verification. Thickness of
ice and snow coverage on power transmission line conductors
and insulators has been studied using cameras mounted on trans-
mission line towers (see, e.g., Gu et al., 2009; Yu and Peng, 2010;
Zhong et al., 2013). Automated monitoring of insulators has been
discussed in several articles. The main idea in these approaches
is to take images of the insulators at regular intervals, and to use
automatic classification methods to detect broken insulators. For
example, Reddy et al. (2013) used cameras mounted on poles.
Jiang et al. (2011) discussed the measuring of insulators by using
a photogrammetric method. Cameras on a tripod were used in
the experiment. The objective of the work was to prevent flash-
overs caused by pollution. Arastounia and Lichti (2013, 2015) stud-
ied the extraction of insulators and recognition of key components
(fences, cables, circuit breakers, etc.) of an electrical sub-station
from TLS point clouds. They achieved promising results with
multi-scan datasets of varying point density. Gonzalez-Aguilera
et al. (2012) constructed CAD (computer-aided design) models of
an electrical sub-station semi-automatically from a fusion of TLS
point clouds and photographs. Ahmad et al. (2014) proposed a
method for vegetation encroachment monitoring of transmission
lines using a single 2D camera. A single camera monitors danger-
ous vegetation under the transmission lines. A camera is mounted
on the power pole and acquires images and transmits them wire-
lessly to a base station. Image pattern recognition techniques are
used to identify possible dangerous vegetation and the personnel
at the base station can take appropriate action.10. Discussion
10.1. Summary of remote sensing methods in power line corridor
surveys
As described in the above sections, various remote sensing
methods have been applied to power line surveys. Table 1
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ing data sources in the published research literature. The specific
advantages and challenges of the data sources in the context of
power line monitoring are also listed in the table. Considering
the advantages and challenges, the list is not limited to published
power line studies, but the general properties of the data sources
are taken into account to evaluate their potential for power line
monitoring.
10.2. Applications under study
Considering all remote sensing methods, the most commonly
studied application seems to be the automated extraction of power
line components, especially conductors, from the data. Extraction
of towers and poles or some small structures such as insulators
has also been studied, but to a lesser extent than extraction of con-
ductors. Methods and expected level of details in the results vary
significantly depending on the data source. Considering the overall
feasibility for reliable automated detection and detailed 3D recon-
struction of conductors and poles, ALS and MLS point clouds may
be the most promising approaches.
Inspection of faults in small components such as conductors
and insulators requires detailed images taken from helicopters,
UAVs or mobile mapping systems. Several studies in this field have
been presented. Thermal images are used to detect hot spots indi-
cating faults in power line components. The technique is in opera-
tional use, but the number of research articles from recent years is
small. Related to component inspection, there is also interesting
research aiming to develop climbing robots and various camera
systems that could be used in the monitoring. Robots are able to
do some surveillance and maintenance work, but further develop-
ment of automated analysis is needed.
Monitoring of vegetation around power lines is generally a less
common research topic than monitoring of the power line compo-
nents. However, studies based on optical satellite images and aerial
images from fixed-wing aircraft have mainly concentrated on veg-
etation. The line components themselves are not normally visible
in these data sources, but the data are well suited for vegetation
monitoring. Research topics in this field have included extraction
of vegetation, tree species classification, tree height estimation,
and determination of the position of trees with respect to power
lines.
ALS data, possibly combined with aerial images, are also well
suited for detailed monitoring of vegetation in power line corri-
dors. Individual trees can be analysed and their growth can be
monitored, distances between power line components and vegeta-
tion can be determined, and tree species classification has also
been investigated. According to comparative studies related to
power line monitoring, the accuracy of height determination for
trees and poles is clearly higher from ALS than aerial images
(Cai and Walker, 2010; Mills et al., 2010). In a coarser analysis of
larger areas, however, other techniques can also perform well. In
a recent comparison of SAR interferometry, SAR radargrammetry,
satellite stereo imagery, aerial stereo imagery and ALS data for for-
est inventory, all these 3D methods provided reasonably good esti-
mates for plot-level canopy height, biomass and stem volume if a
DTM was available (Yu et al., 2015). It should be noted that the
number of ALS studies concentrating on vegetation in power line
corridors is small, but generally, vegetation mapping from ALS data
has been a topic of intensive research and good results have been
achieved. Basically the same approaches can be applied in power
line monitoring applications. MLS data also provide interesting
data for detailed vegetation mapping, although studies concentrat-
ing on power line corridors have not yet been published.
Some studies related to disaster monitoring around power lines
can be found. SAR images are basically well suited for suchapplications due to their all-weather capability and large aerial
coverage. The frequency band and resolution of the data, however,
affect their feasibility. The most promising application area for SAR
images is probably the detection of storm-damaged forests around
power lines. Rough detection of damage in power line components
can also be possible from SAR images in favourable conditions. In
some cases, for example, collapsed towers could be detected, indi-
cating damage in the surrounding area. It is, however, important to
note that the visibility of objects in SAR images varies depending
on viewing geometry. Due to their large flexibility, UAVs have also
been suggested for applications such as damage assessments after
natural disasters or other incidents (Toth and Gilpin-Jackson,
2010).
Research literature clearly concentrates on the development of
automated methods for power line monitoring applications. Visual
and manual inspection methods or semi-automated approaches
are not often studied in articles, although they are probably still
common in practical work (Pulkkinen, 2015). It is important to
save costs and reduce human labour in power line monitoring,
and the methods discussed in research literature provide means
for that. Overall, power line companies will need several methods
to inspect all power line system components and to detect vegeta-
tion encroachments and damage caused by natural disasters in
corridors.
Good results for automatic algorithms are typically presented in
articles. For example, accuracy levels even clearly above 90% have
been reported for automated extraction of conductors from ALS
and aerial image data (Jwa and Sohn, 2012; Li et al., 2010a). How-
ever, due to the large variety of study areas and quality evaluation
methods, it is impossible to present general conclusions on the
achievable accuracy or comparisons between different approaches.
In many studies, results have only been presented with a few fig-
ures. It seems that studies with larger tests in practical conditions
and numerical quality analyses are still relatively rare. This,
together with the large amount of ongoing research suggests that
even the most basic problems such as automatic detection of
power line conductors from images and point clouds have not been
fully solved and tested yet.
10.3. Selection of remote sensing methods
As summarised in Table 1, each remote sensing method has its
specific advantages and challenges when considering power line
corridor surveys. Basically, satellite images provide capability for
continuous monitoring of large areas, which is valuable for this
application. There is, however, some discrepancy between the
spatial resolution desired in power line monitoring applications
and the available satellite data. The most promising applications
for satellite data are related to vegetation monitoring in power line
corridors and surrounding areas on a coarse level, i.e. not consider-
ing individual trees. Both optical and SAR images can be applied. In
particular, if a DTM of the area is available, height data derived
from satellite or aerial images can be used to calculate the height
of vegetation under conductors. This could also be a cost-
effective solution to update DSMs and thus to monitor the growth
of forest. A DTM is normally difficult to derive from satellite or aer-
ial image data, unless the vegetation is very sparse. Information on
forest measurement accuracy achievable from different data
sources can be found in Yu et al. (2015).
Compared to satellite images, airborne and land-based systems
provide more detailed data, but frequent covering of very large
areas is not so practical. Laser scanning has developed rapidly in
recent years. Dense 3D point clouds are inherently well suited
for mapping of power line conductors, poles and individual trees,
and they provide a good basis for automated analyses. Such point
clouds can be acquired both from airborne and land-based
Table 1
Main applications, specific advantages and challenges of different remotely sensed data sources in power line corridor surveys. The column ‘‘Main applications in power line literature” is based on the contents of published research
related to power lines. In ‘‘Specific advantages” and ‘‘Challenges”, the general properties of the data sources are taken into account in order to consider their potential for power line monitoring.
Data source
(Typical highest resolution or
point density)
Main applications in power line
literature
Specific advantages Challenges
SAR images
(Highest resolution 6 1 m)
 Mapping of power lines and
towers
 Monitoring of landslides and
ground subsidence
 Disaster monitoring: storm
damage in forests, damaged
towers
 All-weather imaging capability
 Frequent coverage of large areas theoretically possible with satellite
images and thus good possibilities for monitoring and change
detection
 Can be used to create elevation models using InSAR or radargramme-
try and also to measure forest tree height, if a DTM is available
 Potential for vegetation mapping and monitoring using elevation
changes or radar backscattering changes
 Coarse spatial resolution, speckle
 Not easy to interpret (contents different from optical images)
 Visibility of objects can vary a lot, depending on factors such as
viewing geometry
 Availability of data in a given area and time not necessarily good
 Very-high-resolution data (6 1 m) are costly
 Moisture and roughness interfere with biomass estimates when
using backscatter
 In amplitude change detection, the same image acquisition geome-
try is required
Optical satellite images
(Highest resolution 0.5–1 m)
 Vegetation monitoring  Frequent coverage of large areas theoretically possible
 Data with good visual interpretability and spatial resolution from
space
 Availability of multispectral data, which are well suited for classifica-
tion of vegetation
 Possibility for height measurements from stereo images and for for-
est tree height measurements, especially if a DTM is available
 Cannot be obtained in cloudy and dark conditions
 Availability of data in a given area and time not necessarily good
 Very-high-resolution data are costly
Optical aerial images
(Highest resolution from
fixed-wing aircraft 5–10 cm
and from helicopters < 1 cm)
 Vegetation monitoring (from
fixed-wing aircraft)
 Mapping of conductors and
pylons (from helicopters)
 Inspection of power line com-
ponents (from helicopters)
 High spatial resolution: Even < 1 cm possible from helicopters, which
allows inspection of small components
 Flexibility in data acquisition, especially from helicopters
 Possibility for height measurements from stereo images and for for-
est tree height measurements, especially if a DTM is available
 Cannot be obtained through clouds or in dark conditions (however,
images can be taken under cloud cover with present digital
cameras)
 Several factors, such as vehicle motion can affect image quality
 3D modelling of conductors is difficult from aerial images
 Mapping of lower vegetation is difficult from aerial images
Thermal images
(Highest resolution from
aerial platforms < 5 cm)
 Fault monitoring in power
line components
 Possibility to reveal faults in the network based on relative tempera-
ture differences
 Absolute temperature measurements may be difficult to carry out
ALS data
(Highest point density from
fixed-wing aircraft dozens of
points/m2 and from
helicopters hundreds of
points/m2)
 Mapping of conductors and
pylons
 Mapping of individual trees
near power lines
 Detailed 3D data directly available, which allows accurate modelling
of power line structures and nearby trees
 Not dependent on external lightning conditions
 Possibility for high-quality measurement of tree height growth and
for estimating future threats
 Flexibility in data acquisition, especially from helicopters
 Recently possible also from UAVs
 High point density required for reliable mapping of small and nar-
row objects
 Depending on the scanning geometry, not necessarily many returns
from vertical poles
Land-based mobile mapping
data
(Highest point density
thousands of points/m2)
 Mapping of conductors and
pylons
 Inspection of power line
components
 Very detailed 3D data directly available by laser scanning
 Detailed images can also be acquired
 Panoramic imaging geometry enables accurate reconstruction of
towers and poles
 Possibility for high-quality estimates of vegetation
 Allows assessment of tree diameters and modelling of the tree trunks
 Power lines not necessarily easy to reach with ground vehicles
 Land-based mapping can be slow, especially in forests
 The measurement geometry does not allow detection of compo-
nents from the top
UAV data
(Highest resolution of
images < 1 cm and highest
point density of laser
scanning hundreds of points/
m2)
 Mapping of power lines and
towers
 Inspection of power line
components
 Detailed mapping of
vegetation
 High flexibility in data acquisition
 Lower costs compared to other aerial platforms
 Potential for diverse applications
 Rapid development of UAV components and battery technology is
improving the feasibility for operational applications
 Developing technology (e.g., operational and regulatory issues)
 Maximum flying time with current battery technology about 2 h
(dependent of the platform)
 Combustion engines often unsuitable because of high-amplitude
vibrations
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lines is naturally lower than that of airborne systems, especially in
forest environments where slow platforms such as ATV or personal
backpack have to be used. However, the high precision of the data
allows for more detailed risk analysis of the conditions of the
power line structures and surrounding vegetation.
Monitoring approaches using UAVs are clearly becoming more
popular as the technology advances. UAVs are mainly an alterna-
tive to manned helicopters and airplanes, and they provide advan-
tages such as lower costs, higher flexibility in data acquisition, and
ability to fly near the power lines. The number of UAV-based stud-
ies concentrating on power line monitoring from the application
point of view is still limited. Aspects related to the control and
navigation of the UAVs along power lines have been given more
attention. This suggests that there are still technical challenges in
UAV-based monitoring. During recent years, the development of
battery technology has been rapid, and the platform-dependent
maximum flying time is currently about 2 h, allowing commercial
applications. A sufficient power source for longer term operations
is still lacking.
Table 2 summarises the most feasible remote sensing methods
for three basic applications in power line monitoring, i.e., (1) map-
ping and inspection of power line components, (2) vegetation
monitoring, and (3) disaster monitoring. Disaster monitoring can
include both component and vegetation monitoring, but it is con-
sidered a special case due to its specific requirements for rapid data
acquisition and analysis. The feasibility was evaluated based on
power line monitoring studies referred to in this article and the
specific advantages and challenges of the data sources summarised
in Table 1. It represents the authors’ interpretation of the material.
In particular, the following aspects were considered important:
visibility of features of interest in the data; flexibility of data acqui-
sition from the application point of view; existence of previous
studies demonstrating the application.
10.4. Topics for further research
Based on the above discussion, it can be expected that the best
benefits from remote sensing -based monitoring could be achieved
by combining different approaches in an optimal way. In research
literature, however, multisource data are seldom used. The most
common examples until now have concentrated on the integration
of ALS data and aerial images in vegetation monitoring (e.g., Frank
et al., 2010; Li et al., 2012b). Examples of further research topics in
this field could include:
 Optimal integration of ALS and MLS data to achieve detailed but
cost-effective 3D mapping of power lines and surrounding
vegetation.Table 2
The most feasible remote sensing methods for three basic power line monitoring tasks (m
Application in power line monitoring The most feasible remote
Mapping and inspection of power line components
 Mapping of conductors, poles and towers ALS data from any platfo
MMS systems
 Inspection of components (e.g., detection of faults in
conductors and insulators)
Optical and thermal imag
systems planned for deta
Vegetation monitoring
 Monitoring of forest around power lines (e.g., forest
growth, tree species, clear cuts)
ALS data from helicopter
 Mapping of individual trees possibly threatening the
power line
ALS data from any platfor
MMS systems
Disaster monitoring
 Rough detection of damaged areas SAR satellite images; opt
 More detailed mapping of the damage Depending on local cond Integration of satellite image -based monitoring of large areas
and detailed mapping with airborne and land-based mobile
mapping techniques, including UAVs. This could include, for
example, rough detection of storm damage, thinning or clear-
cut areas from satellite images and mapping of the damaged
or changed areas with UAVs and MMS systems. Thinning and
clear cuts around power lines can cause additional risks for
the power line components because the remaining trees in
these areas fall more easily than trees in a dense forest.
 Multisensoral UAV surveys for power line applications.
 Integration of standard remote sensing techniques with climb-
ing robots and camera systems on power line structures to
achieve versatile and detailed monitoring capability.
In this future development, special attention should be given to
rapidly developing remote sensing techniques such as UAVs and
laser scanning from airborne and land-based platforms. First stud-
ies using laser scanner data from UAVs have been carried out. With
UAV laser data similar or even better performance can be achieved
than with conventional helicopter ALS data. In the future, when
UAV-based laser scanner data can be acquired for dozens of
kilometres during the same flight, this technique will be superior
to other laser scanning techniques also when considering the costs.
Multisensoral UAV systems, combining laser scanning with ther-
mal imaging and spectrometry also provide interesting possibili-
ties for further development of power line monitoring applications.
The use of land-based systems is also an increasing trend. The
increased complexity of the grid system favours data collection
from the ground. Power lines next to a road network can be
mapped quite efficiently and possibly with substantially lower
costs using MLS than ALS (Cheng et al., 2014). In general, the costs
of MMS are roughly comparable with aircraft-based ALS. Also map-
ping of very complex power line networks in urban environments,
especially in rapidly expanding mega cities in developing coun-
tries, would be a perfect task for such approaches. MLS is not as
sensitive to weather conditions as ALS and can be used, for exam-
ple, to find the cause for an outage during a storm when flying is
not possible (Cheng et al., 2014). MLS could also provide a conve-
nient method to fill data gaps that may remain after a flying cam-
paign. In addition, backpack systems can be used to collect data
from areas where more detailed information is needed. Overall,
mobile mapping data could be optimal data when combined with
airborne data.
In the near future, multispectral laser scanning from airborne
and mobile mapping sensors will open up interesting possibilities
to further improve automated analysis approaches for trees and
other objects. The first airborne multispectral laser scanner Optech
Titan was introduced in early 2015. Preliminary results show 93.5%
accuracy in tree species classification with three classes (spruce,ethods are not listed in their order of importance).
sensing data sources
rm (including UAVs); MLS data; Optical image data from helicopters, UAVs and
es from helicopters, UAVs and MMS systems; climbing robots and camera
iled monitoring of the structures
s and fixed-wing aircraft; optical aerial images; optical satellite images
m; MLS data; Optical image data from fixed-wing aircraft, helicopters, UAVs and
ical aerial images if possible
itions and schedule: optical aerial images; UAV data; MMS data
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tion (Ahokas et al., in press). Recently there have also been signif-
icant advances in the receiver technology for lidar devices. Flash
lidar type focal plane array receivers enable the measurement of
multiple spatially parallel echo signals (ASC, 2015). Single photon
avalanche diodes (SPAD) have also been used to improve the sen-
sitivity and measurement range of the receiver. Especially the
improvement in the recovery time of the SPAD arrays has
improved their applicability to multiple echo laser scanning
(SigmaSpace, 2016). Generally, remote sensing technology is
developing rapidly (Toth and Józ´ków, 2016), and the most recent
development should be taken into account when planning future
research and practical monitoring applications.
In existing literature, the starting point for power line extrac-
tion is normally remotely sensed data from one date, without prior
knowledge on the location of the power line structures. In many
cases, however, some map data are available. They can include,
for example, transmission line connections stored in topographic
databases, or network information systems of power transmission
and distribution companies. The map data could be used to guide
the detection and modelling process or they could be used as a
starting point for change detection. This topic should be studied
to efficiently exploit the existing data and possibly achieve higher
level of automation. This is also important from the point of view
of updating the map information. In addition, it is worth noting
that existing map data can be used for navigating UAVs along
power lines.
Another topic that should be studied in the context of power
line monitoring is change detection based on remote sensing,
where datasets from two or more dates are compared to each
other. This could be an effective approach to automatically detect
problems in the network components or vegetation threatening
the line. For example, change detection techniques with ALS data
allow detection of individual, damaged trees (Yu et al., 2004).This
approach is also well suited for monitoring vegetation growth,
clear cuts and thinning. In addition to ALS data, any other remote
sensing method discussed in this review can be exploited in
change detection analyses.
11. Conclusions
A large number of studies have been published on the use of
remote sensing methods in power line corridor surveys. Data
sources used in the studies and discussed in this review article
include SAR images, optical satellite and aerial images, thermal
images, airborne laser scanner data, mobile mapping data, and
UAV data. Most of the studies have concentrated on the mapping
and analysis of network components. In particular, automated
extraction of power line conductors has received much attention,
and promising results have been achieved. For example, accuracy
levels above 90% have been presented for extraction of conductors
from ALS data or aerial images. However, in many studies datasets
have been small and numerical quality analyses have been omit-
ted. Mapping of vegetation around power lines has received less
attention than mapping of the components, but several studies
have also been carried out in this field, especially using optical aer-
ial and satellite images. Despite the importance of disaster moni-
toring in power line networks, only a few research articles have
concentrated on this topic.
Based on the literature review, we believe that in future
research more attention should be given to the integrated use of
various data sources. Each remote sensing technique has its speci-
fic advantages and challenges, and an integrated approach can ben-
efit from the various techniques in an optimal way. Integrated
approaches could include, for example, rough monitoring basedon satellite data followed by detailed inspection of changed or
problematic areas by using helicopters, UAVs and mobile mapping
systems. Knowledge in related fields, such as vegetation monitor-
ing from ALS, SAR and optical image data should be exploited effec-
tively to develop useful monitoring approaches. For example, the
use of ALS data for vegetation monitoring in power line corridors
has been addressed only in a few studies, but ALS-based vegetation
monitoring in general has been a topic of active research. The inte-
gration of existing map data with automated extraction methods
should be studied. Change detection approaches based on remote
sensing would also be worth studying to detect problematic points
in the network and to monitor the growth of vegetation. Special
attention should be given to rapidly developing remote sensing
techniques such as UAVs and laser scanning from airborne and
land-based platforms. It is likely that effective, flexible and highly
automated monitoring methods can be developed using these
techniques, allowing commercial applications.
To demonstrate and verify the capabilities of automated moni-
toring approaches, large tests in various environments and practi-
cal monitoring conditions are needed. These should also include
difficult cases such as power lines in forests. To develop efficient
integrated approaches, careful quality analyses and comparisons
between different data sources, methods and individual algorithms
are needed.
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